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Our session focused on moving beyond corporate
methods for organizational change to those for
achieving community or social change. Our
workshop at the Dyer Conference explored a wideranging series of issues, questions, & dynamic
interaction among participants, as requested by
program organizers. This was to facilitate
“innovative learning” & opportunities for “questions
& observations.” However, to document the
essence of our session, we have each assembled a
few slides from our handouts so that a wider
audience may gain insight. While these materials
do not adequately convey the depth of social
change concepts & practices, they offer a
beginning framework for change agents.

Social Change Through Civic
Engagement
Warner Woodworth
“Building Civil Society From the Bottom-Up:
A Sample of my Civic Consulting Projects”

Applying Organizational Change & OD Tools
Beyond the Narrow Focus of Corporations
• I discuss expanding traditional organizational
change from its corporate context, shifting it
toward collective action models of social change
• This will suggest a methodology that becomes
more partisan, more political and more
purposeful social construction
• It alters institutional arrangements, reframes
processes, & seeks to build social justice
• Rather than the third party rhetoric of most
organizational change literature, civic
engagement is normative and based on
ideologies for liberating human potential

Case 1: Midwestern City
– Community development using the University
of Michigan’s Institute for Social Research
(ISR) expertise
Problems: Fractured social system; race
polarization; labor- management tensions; women
& youth isolation, local government conflicts;
capital flight; deindustrialization & plant closings;
wealth-poverty gap; media negativity; unsuccessful
public school results, declining culture & the arts

Problems of Urban Disintegration

Pain of Plant Shutdowns on Communities

Initial Steps Case 1
• Identified power brokers/stakeholders
• Engaged in open confrontations
• Learned irrelevance of traditional organizational
change models
• Built diverse interest groups/task forces
• Agreed on a new vision
• Coalesced around core issues
• Designed new, participative systems
• Developed “Community Committee of 100”: New
structure of proactive teams
• Shifted from adversaries to collaborators

Next Steps….
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Problems & threats became opportunities
Created community renewal teams
Shift from resistance to problem-solving
Designed secure funding strategies
Built open communications
Implemented plans
Ongoing monitoring & assessment
Obtained longer term transition plan
Redefined the process
Diffusion of innovations (E. Rogers)

Outcomes….
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Strengthening of “the commons”
Racial understanding
Labor peace: New social ties
Reindustrialization
Economic boom
Improved public education system
From periphery to inclusion
Empowered voices of the have-nots
(women, minorities, those in poverty)
• Better quality of life

Case 2: Detroit Industrial Mission
• Integrative work of pastors, priests, &
myself as community conflict consultants
• Took traditional change tools & redesigned
them for effective addressing of various
community problems in the region & in
various communities
• Sources of insights & methodologies
included sociology, labor economics,
anthropology, the Bible & Christianity, as
well as mainstream OB & management
theory

1980s Decline of Industrial Towns

Case 2 continued….
• Tools used: Needs analysis, data
gathering, alternatives identified, courses
of action planned & taken
• Start small; grow from early successes
• Showcase best practices, most innovative
protects
• Build momentum

Results….
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bargaining agreements renegotiated
Labor-management cooperation - as allies
Higher corporate productivity/profits
New outside investments
Private-public sector partnerships
Downtown revitalization
Less racism & sexism
Churches involvement in community life
Citizen activism through civic engagement

Case 3: Native American Interventions
• Projects with the Southern Utes (Colorado),
Northern Utes (Eastern Utah), Navajo (Arizona &
Southern Utah)
• Consulting partner: Christopher Meek
• Used OD & community development tools to
identify tribal problems
• Alcoholism, unemployment, disease and death,
family violence, low education results, etc.
• Worked with tribal elders, informal leaders &
government officials to address these problems.
• Utilized anthropology & OD to establish native
teams for action research

Areas needing strengthening
of Indian tribal capacity
to improve quality of life
on the reservations:
HEALTH CARE
EDUCATION
COUNSELING
FAMILY SERVICES
CULTURAL SERVICES
GATHERINGS
SOCIAL SERVICES
YOUTH PROGRAMS

Outcomes….
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Created a shared ideal future
New systems of tribal governance
Leadership training/new skills
Climate of experimentation
Indigenous business development
Outside corporate investment
Community renewal
Stronger family relationships
Future self-determination systems

Case 4: Employee Stock Ownership Plans &
Worker Industrial Cooperatives

• Insight: Improved communications,
dialogue & a few short-term community
projects are not sufficient
• Need: Structural changes; empowerment
of those below; legal mechanisms to
ensure long-term ownership--not mere
“psychological ownership;” goal of socioeconomic justice

ESOPs continued….
Established Worker-Managed Program at BYU for
2nd Order Consulting
– Lobbied for ERISA legislation to support
ESOPs; testified in congress about
destructiveness of plant closings & capital
flight, both of which correlate with petty crime,
alcohol & drug increases, family abuse, decline
of local government services, etc.
– Organizational culture change created
– Bottom-up OD strategies were developed
– Blue-collar capitalism

Initial Innovations….
• ERISA law modified to make ESOPs more fully beneficial to
employees
• Advisors to U.S. Economic Administration & other federal
agencies, i.e., U.S. Department of Labor
• Establishment of the National Cooperative Bank ($400
million start-up)
• Consulted on various state ESOP & co-op support
institutions
• Hands-on consulting with a number of major worker buyouts:
Weirton Steel, Avis, Hyatt Clark Industries, Chrysler, Rath
Packing (with C. Meek), Yellow Cab Taxi Company,
Northwest Airlines
• Growing academic reputation: books, articles, conferences;
speeches at Harvard, Berkeley, Yale, Michigan, Cornell,
London School of Economics, etc.
• Grassroots organizing, trade union collaboration, democratic
management & worker empowerment--all led to job
retention, secure incomes, & revitalized communities

New Ownership Strategies:
ESOPS & Co-ops

Long Term ESOP / Co-op Impacts
• Helped build the global ESOP & co-op
movement by expanding legislation into Third
World, Poland, Russia, UK, etc.
• Gave blue-collar workers a second income as
new shareholders owning capital
• Union-management partnerships became major
innovations in corporate change & OD work
leading to lucrative consulting contracts
• Workers & their experts got seats on corporate
boards of directors
• “New social inventions” (W.F. Whyte)
• Today: 9,100 U.S. ESOPs, valued @ $600
billion, plus much more around the globe

Shift to New Clients: Building Third
World Civil Society
• Question: If bottom-up social change works in
U.S. communities, among nations of Native
Americans, & with organized labor and
management in industrialized settings, what
about the Third World?
• Third World social change tools:
– NGO formation to build civil society
– Microcredit design & implementation
– Rise of social entrepreneurship

Case 5: NGOs
– IRS 501(c)3 legal structure
– New clients: Nonprofit organizations which focus on
social issues that neither private nor public sectors
address well
– Historically, most were charities (small organizations,
run by ministers, welfare-focused, inefficient, had
large, but low-paid staff, etc.)
– Today, shifting to business models (larger
organizations, run by professional managers that are
sustainability-focused, efficient, with smaller but
higher-paid staff)
– Emergence of new societal institution--the social
enterprise sector

Eagle Condor Humanitarian, Peru

LDS microcredit loan recipients
Sewing shop in Chiclayo local market

NGOs & Change
• Use of OD to design & implement highly
effective & productive social enterprises
• Provide board training, staff development,
marketing strategies, link donors with
processes, get “bigger bang for their
bucks,” build partnerships with
government & business
• Examples of civil society NGOs working in
the third sector: LDS Charities, Water for
People, Results International, Pro-mujer

Case 6: MFIs
• MicroFinance Institutions are NGOs that may offer one or
more of the following: microcredit to the poor,
microentrepreneurship training, microenterprise
development, micro-insurance for crops, tiny loans for
peasant children’s education, etc.
• This movement is hot! I’ve labored twenty years to legitimize
a microfinance thrust in the Marriott School, to see if our OB,
OD, management, economics, public administration & ethics
disciplines have anything to offer this emerging field
• Today we’re a leading pro-poor business school with a global
reputation: 6 courses, 100-plus articles & books, 700 trained
microfinance field managers & researchers, Journal of
Microfinance, 9 annual conferences, Center for Economic
Self-Reliance, a dozen BYU alumni as Ph.D. students at top
universities engaging in these issues, & creation of over 50
NGOs & community engagement projects

My Partner M. Yunus – Winner of the
2006 Nobel Peace Prize

Social Change & Org Change = EMI
• BYU microfinance start-up: Enterprise Mentors
International in 1989-90, 3 MOBs supported by
Dean Paul Thompson, students funded by MOB
alumni, started in Manila, the Philippines
• Process: Semester literature search at BYU, 3
months doing needs analysis in Manila,
organizational design, partnerships built to
secure approval & funding
• Team: BYU group, Filipino LDS leaders,
government officials, Asian academics, donors,
U.S. Mormon church advisors, other NGOs in
Manila

EMI Model
• U.S. = Resource System: 501(c)3 NGO, staff,
board, private donations, business expertise,
R&D, U.S. monitoring & oversight
• Philippines = User System: Incorporate local
NGOs, fund board and staff, develop local client
services, make business plan, receive U.S.
funding, implement plan, report results
• Provide: 1) training for would-be
microentrepreneurs, 2) microloans for start-ups,
3) ongoing mentoring by successful managers,
4) continuous evaluation & adjustments, 5)
expand as it becomes feasible

EMI: When Liza attended a
Mindanao Enterprise Development
Foundation (MEDF) meeting, she
was impressed by the group’s
mission of assisting the poor.
She learned that she qualified, so
she immediately joined a group
and took the training.
When Liza received her first loan
of $40, she used it to open & stock
a small microenterprise, a “sari
sari” (convenience) store.
Her second loan of $100 added
new merchandise including
kitchen utensils & blankets to her
inventory.

EMI Results
• 1990-2006: Raised $17 million, trained two million
microentrepreneurs, strengthened or started thousands
of new microenterprises
• Expansion stages: 1990 Manila, 1992 Cebu, 1993
Davao, 1995 Guatemala, 1996 Mexico, 2000 El
Salvador, 2003 Peru
• Today: Serves 20,000-30,000 families annually; gives
out 20,000-plus loans each year with an average size of
$139; 96% repayment rate
• Pluses: Became example for dozens of other LDSrelated MFIs; impacted thousands of families; steady
growth
• Criticisms: Not enough objective evaluations, growth too
slow & conservative, little self-criticism & learning, lack of
transparency, heavy male-dominated board & staff,
disconnected to global NGO movements, too tightly
controlled from above, no appreciable services to LDS
communities, too dependent on individual donors

Using Social Change for MFI Expansion
• Today’s MFI movement is accelerating rapidly
• It offers new strategies & resources to fight
poverty, Omidyar’s $100 million to Tufts, Skoll
Foundation, Gates, Deutsche Bank, Visa, etc.
• Through BYU OD courses & others, we have
now launched numerous NGOs and MFIs. The
16 largest raised over $10 million in 2006 alone,
trained half a million microentrepreneurs, & now
have over 1.5 million clients in 22 nations (India,
Argentina, Mexico, Ghana, Uganda, Kenya,
Indonesia, El Salvador, Guatemala, Paraguay)

MFIs continued….
Marriott School as incubator - Sample spin-offs:
– Mentores para la Microempresa: Providing training,
$500 microloans, & mentoring in Spanish to
impoverished Latino families in Provo-Orem
– Yehu Microfinance: Launched by BYU alumni &
students, it now has over 7,000 poor African women
clients in rural Kenya
– Unitus: Started by BYU faculty, alumni & friends, and
& has village banking programs in Mexico, Argentina,
Kenya, Indonesia & India.
– Challenges: Replicability, scalability, sustainability,
plans to merge with the capital markets to reach one
billion people
– Center for Economic Self-Reliance: BYU research
programs, “Small Fortunes “ PBS documentary, etc.

SKS (Unitus partner) Clients Signing for
Loans in Rural Andrah Pradesh, India

Case 7: Global Change Agentry as
Social Entrepreneurship (S.E.)
• The latest social change consulting trend is that of
preparing a new generation of social entrepreneurs
• Draws on positive deviance theory
• Uses OD & other corporate transformation tools
integrated with social change & community
development models
• S.E. brokers new systems & power arrangements
• These BYU efforts have led to new courses on
social entrepreneurship, plus the creation of
dozens of new projects & humanitarian NGOs.

Case 7(a): HELP International
• 1999-present: HELP grew out of my MBA 539 course
“Third World Development”
• It was founded to serve the victims of Hurricane Mitch in
Central America
• We’ve sent 50-70 trained volunteers per summer (total
500) to 8 countries
• Politically savvy innovators
• Built houses, applied appropriate technology innovations
such as Lorena stoves, established village banks,
trained & empowered women, volunteered in
orphanages, taught literacy, developed square-footgardening projects for improved nutrition, capacitybuilding, & so forth

7 (b): Empowering Nations
• 2005-present: E.N. grew out of my Global
Change Agentry Course, OB 490
• We recruited & trained a hundred volunteers from
six universities to help rebuild coastal Thailand
after the Asian Tsunami
• Results: co-ops established, 120 homes built,
fishing boats constructed, emergency supplies
provided, schools refurbished & repaired,
environmental clean ups accomplished, etc.
• In 2006 nearly 50 E.N. volunteers went to Ghana
to serve programs for children, & in 2007 they will
be in Thailand, Ghana, Kenya, Peru, & Paraguay
• Objective is to create next generation of global
change agents & move toward the poverty
“tipping point” (M. Gladwell)

Khao Lak, Thailand Projects
• House Construction
• Woodworking
• Boat Building

•Painting Wood Products
•Plumbing, Bathroom &
Sewer Systems

BYU MOB/MBA, MPA Alumni Consultants
Giving Pro Bono Civic Engagement Services
• 1990s Philippines: Mann, Smith, Van der
Zanden, Ellwood, M. Dennis, Dyer, etc.
• 2000s Thailand: Sorenson, Jones, Roberts
• 2000s Guatemala: Smallwood, Cragun,
Christensen, Maylett
• 2000s El Salvador: Pond, Riboldi, Dixon,
Tanner, Sorenson, Christensen,
• Plus spouses & dozens of generous
alumni-donors

Civic Consulting vs OD Contrasts
While there are certain parallels between these two
approaches, the items below highlight a few of the differences
between the two change typologies:
ORGANIZATIONAL CHANGE
– Goal: Higher productivity &
profits
– Top-down change
– Framework of management
rights & corporate law
– Rational / systematic / very
clear
– Incremental changes that
are managed from above
– Tweak the power structure /
minor adjustments

COMMUNITY CHANGE
– Goal: Overcome social
impotence & subservience
– Bottom-up change
– Framework of needs over
rights--those of the poor
– Emotional / confusing /
uncertain
– Revolutionary actions that
may be unpredictable
– Overthrow the power
structure / disruptive

Concluding Contrasts cont’d….
ORGANIZATIONAL CHANGE
– Starts from management
initiatives to enhance financial
successes & control corporate
agenda
– Must work within
organizational constraints
– Planned change through
consensus
– Management creates &
communicates the vision
– Often uses coercion and / or
persuasion by management
– End result is a unified
corporation achieving
financial success for building
a capitalist society

COMMUNITY CHANGE
– Starts from worker &
community initiatives in
response to oppression &
exclusion
– Attempts to expand or
loosen constraints
– Dialectic change through
conflict
– Community groups
articulate new vision
– Often uses community
activism by multiple groups
– End result is multiple goals
achieved through pluralistic
methods for creating a
democratic society

Social Change Through Civic
Engagement

John Kessler
“Community & Organizational Change”

Community Quadrants
I’s
LEADERSHIP
EXPRESSION
AWARENESS

IT’s
RESOURCES
ENVIRONMENTS
HEALTH

CULTURE
SHARED
MEANING

ECOLOGIES
PROCESSES
SYSTEMS
INSTITUTIONS

WE

THEY

Patterns of a Healthy Community
Generates Leadership Everywhere
Attention to Individual Growth

Knows Itself-Transparency
Personal, Community, Environmental,
Well Being

Shapes Its Future
Practices Ongoing Dialogue
Creates a Sense of Community

Connects People and Resources
Embraces Diversity
Cross All Boundaries

Assumptions re: Organizational Change
Change

Organizational

Change IN O
(O = Sum of
Members’
Behaviors)
Change OF O
(O=Institutionalized
procedures,
processes,
practices)

Motivation
Ability
mechanism mechanism
(Will I?)
(Can I?)

Knowledge
mechanism
(If so,
What/How?)

Trial Run: Categorizing Expert Advice
EIGHT STEPS FOR TRANSFORMING YOUR ORGANZIATION

1. Establish a sense of
urgency
2. Form a powerful
guiding coalition
3. Create a vision
4. Communicate the
vision

5. Empower others to
act on the vision
6. Plan for and create
short term wins
7. Consolidate
improvements and
produce still more
change
8. Institutionalize new
approaches

Trial Run: Categorizing Expert Advice
Ten Commandments for Implementing Change
1. Analyze the organization
and its need for change
2. Create a shared vision
and common direction
3. Separate from the past
4. Create a sense of urgency
5. Support a strong leader
role

6. Line up political
sponsorship
7. Craft an implementation
plan
8. Develop enabling
structures
9. Communicate, involve
people, be honest
10. Reinforce and
institutionalize change

